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A: Vocabulary.  
a. Fill in the blanks with appropriate words.  

 

1. ……………… people use sign language to communicate.   

2. I agree with you a hundred ……………. . 

3. The biggest …………….…….……..of the world is Asia .   

4. I ……………………..…….. that mountain with my friends every weekend .  

5. Lut desert is the hottest ………………………….……….of Iran .  
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b. Fill in the blanks with the words from the box. One word is extra. 

 Sign language        pictures           range     serving    couch potato          diet  

 

6. Stop being a…………………………. ! You are a bit fat now.  

7. Deaf people use……………………………. to communicate.  

8. Dictionary prices …………….….from $5 to $95 

9-you need vitamins and minerals in your ………………………………  

10-this food has about 250 calories in each ………………………….. 
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3  c.  Match the words to their definitions. There is one extra definition.   

11. rarely                        a. to stop something from happening       

12. effective                    b. confident and sure  

13. certain                      c. successful  

14. prevent                     d. to like someone or something more than someone or something else                                                                 

.                                        e. not often   
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0 B. Grammar 

a. Fill in the blank with appropriate word from the box. 

 

15.  I have ___________ history books in my library but only one of them _____ about Persian 

history.  

a. a lot - is                  b. many - are                       c. many-is     d. a lot - are  

16. Would you please tell us more about the matter? You have _______________ information 

about it.  

a. very                            b. many               c. a few     d. a lot of   

17. Sina called to say that he will be ___________ minute late because of the heavy traffic in the 

street.   

a. few                           b. a few               c. little               d. a little  

18. Before traveling to America, he bought _____________ because he wanted to live there.  a. 

five million American dollars  

b. five millions American dollars  

c. five million American dollar  

d. five millions American dollar  
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b. Read this small memory. Write a correct measurement unit for each item.  

 

 Yesterday I called my father. He asked me to do shopping for him. He wanted two  

____19________ of bread and three _____20_______ of meat. I bought all the items and went to 

his house. Then we drank two ______21_____ of coffee with two _______22______ of cake.   
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6 C. Cloze test  

 Read the passage and choose the best item.  

       Diet and exercise are two of the most important …. (23)… of healthy life style. There is an old saying 

that states, “You are what you eat.” It … (20)... that your health and appearance are greatly affected by 

what you eat. If you eat high calorie, fatty foods, then you may gain weight at one time or another. If, 

however, you eat … (25)… green vegetables and little fat, your chances of being fit are … (26)… better.  

23.    a. addicts      b. factors       c. missions                d. drugs   

20.    a. makes      b. risks                     c. avoids     d. means   

25.    a. little       b. few                       c. a lot of                  d. a lot   

26.    a. much     b. many         c. a few     d. a lot of  
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7 D. Reading .  
Healthy food is good for you. You need it for shiny hair and strong bones .You need it so you can 

grow tall and feel good .The best part about healthy food is that it is tasty!   

You can find grains in bread and rice. You should eat four servings of grains every day.   

Milk, cheese, and yogurt are also important .These will give you strong bones. Meat, beans, fish and 

nuts give your body iron and protein.   

You can also eat an egg or some peanut butter to help keep your body healthy. Fruit and vegetables 

are good to eat .Eat many kinds each week. Chips and cookies are tasty, but try to eat rarely .When 

you eat healthy food, your body will thank you!   

But don’t forget to exercise. “A healthy diet” without exercise doesn’t have enough 

influence on you. 

 

-Write a complete answer for each question.  

 27. Healthy food will make you …… 

 

22 What kind of vegetables should you eat each week ?   

a) light vegetable b) green vegetables c)one kind d) many kinds   

 

-True or False? ( 1 point )   

29. There is no need to do exercise. ( true - false )   

3  0 .You should eat cookies instead of grains. ( true - false ) 
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 موفق باشید 
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